Based on a categorical semantics that has been developed recently we study composition and re nement as horizontal and vertical structuring techniques for typed graph transformation systems. Composition of graph transformation systems w.r.t. common subsystems is shown to be compatible with the semantics, i.e., the semantics of the composed system is obtained as the composition of the semantics of the component systems. Moreover, the structure of a composed graph transformation system is preserved during a re nement step in the sense that compatible re nements of the components induce a re nement of the composition. The concepts and results are illustrated by a sample development of a small information system using entity relationship modeling techniques.
Introduction
Graph transformation systems have been introduced since the late sixties, see (Pfaltz and Rosenfeld, 1969; Montanari, 1970; Ehrig et al., 1973) . They provide an intuitive description for the manipulation of graphs and graphical structures as they occur in many areas of computer science like programming language semantics, data bases, operating systems, rule based systems, and various kinds of software and distributed systems. Among the various approaches one of the most successful is the algebraic approach (Ehrig, 1979; L owe, 1993) , which provides theoretical results for parallelism and concurrency, term graph rewriting, synchronization and distribution, object-oriented systems, applied software systems, implementation of abstract data types, and context-free hyperedge replacement graph grammars. An exhaustive list of references on all these topics can be found in (Corradini et al., 1996c; .
For a long time the research on graph transformation systems focused on the properties of a single system. This might be called the \theory of graph transformation systems in the small" in contrast to modularity concepts combining and relating di erent systems which may form a \theory of graph transformation systems in the large". Only recently rst attempts and results have been presented in order to provide graph transformation systems with guidelines, methodologies, formal techniques, and tools which are needed for developing and maintaining large software systems (see (Janssens, 1996; Kreowski and Kuske, 1996; Ehrig and Engels, 1996; Taentzer and Sch urr, 1995; Parisi-Presicce, 1996) ).
In this paper we concentrate on structuring and re nement concepts for graph transformation systems. Conceptually, we distinguish between two kinds of structuring. We speak of horizontal structuring if a large speci cation is obtained by combining and modifying smaller ones, possibly sharing some common parts. Instead, if we consider the relationship between a more abstract and a more concrete version of the same speci cation, or between a speci cation and its implementation, we speak of vertical structuring.
Horizontal structuring techniques are a part of almost every programming or speci cation paradigm. In an object oriented framework, for example, a class may be implemented by reusing and specializing already existing classes leading to the concept of (multiple) inheritance. In a similar way, modules in a modular system are realized by importing and extending other modules. Then, if the imported modules are not disjoint, it is important to avoid name clashes on the one hand and multiple import of shared submodules on the other hand. Therefore it is necessary to model explicitly the sharing of common parts, i.e., to keep track of the way a module has been composed of smaller ones. Hence, a module is no longer just a single object but owns a complex internal structure which is usually represented by some kind of diagram. In many approaches, however, the relations in these diagrams are only informally given, and can not be used for verifying the properties of the composed system by properties of the components. Graph transformation, as a formal speci cation technique, does not only provide a concise description of the systems themselves, but also of the various relationships between them. Another main feature of formal speci cation techniques is their semantics. Hence, operations for horizontal structuring that (syntactically) combine speci cations should have a semantical counterpart. This is well-known under the name compositional semantics, meaning the ability to construct the semantics of some composed speci cation out of the semantics of its components.
Large speci cations are usually not written (or should not be written) on the most concrete implementation level at once. Instead they are developed in a series of development steps, starting with a very compact abstract speci cation followed by (vertical) re nement steps introducing more and more implementational details. Re nements, as means for vertical structuring, have to be very exible in order to allow for the necessary development steps without introducing too many restrictions. On the other hand, they should ensure that important properties of the speci cations are preserved. If the speci cation itself is structured, i.e., composed of several subspeci cations, it is important that this structure is preserved in the re ned speci cation, and that the re nement of a subspeci cation induces a re nement of the composed one. We say that horizontal and vertical structuring have to be compatible. Other important properties of state-based systems are the consistency and reachability of states. A consistency condition speci es properties of states, which have to be preserved by the operations. Hence, re nements should preserve consistency, i.e., if the more abstract speci cation is consistent with a certain consistency condition, the re ned speci cation should be consistent with a suitably translated condition as well. On the other hand, vertical re nement steps should, in certain situations, preserve the reachability of states by the operations of the system.
Recently, a slight variation of the algebraic approach to graph transformation, called typed graph transformation (Corradini et al., 1996a) , has been equipped with a functorial semantics. In typed graph grammars the well-known label sets for vertices and edges are replaced by type graphs, corresponding to entity/relationship diagrams in conceptual data modeling or to graph schemas in PROGRES (Sch urr, 1991) . Not only systems in isolation are considered, but also a powerful notion of morphisms is introduced which allows to relate two graph transformation systems in such a way, that the derivations of the rst may be translated into derivations of the second. The semantics of a transformation system is its derivation system, which is a category having graphs as objects and graph derivations as arrows. Moreover, this semantics is consistent with morphisms, in the sense that each morphism between two graph transformation systems is mapped to a morphism between the corresponding derivation systems. Thus the semantics becomes a functor. The main result of (Corradini et al., 1996a) shows that this functor is a left adjoint functor to the forgetful functor regarding each graph derivation as a production of another graph grammar.
We shall use a slight variation of the category of graph transformation systems for studying horizontal and vertical structuring techniques as well as their compatibility with each other and with the semantics. Colimits, in particular pushouts and coproducts, are used as the composition mechanism of graph transformation systems, in the spirit of (Goguen, 1991) . Colimits as a model for the gluing of systems with shared subsystems are very common, for example, in the area of algebraic speci cation (see (Ehrig and Mahr, 1985; Ehrig and Mahr, 1990) ). They have the immediate advantage that they are preserved by free functors. Thus, once we are able to show that the semantics can be de ned in terms of a free functor, it is easy to show that it is compositional w.r.t. the horizontal structuring. This is the rst main result of this paper.
A re nement relation between graph transformation systems is given by a suitable subset of transformation system morphisms. A re nement consists of a re nement of the types and a compatible re nement of the productions. The re nement of types allows single types to be re ned by sets of types and to introduce new types. Thereby, a type conversion is induced, mapping each graph conforming to the more concrete types to a graph typed in the more abstract types. By the production re nement, each production may be replaced by a set of productions. These re ned productions can be extended by additional context according to the type re nement. The restrictions on the production re nement ensure that each derivation on the concrete level corresponds to a derivation on the abstract level, that is, the operational behavior may be reduced but not extended.
Re nement, as a formal relationship between two graph transformation systems, are used in two di erent ways, either as a horizontal or vertical development step. In the rst case, the re ned speci cation describes a more complex system than the original one, but on the same level of detail. General re nements in the above sense will be used for this purpose. In a vertical re nement, the re ned speci cation describes the same system as the original one on a more detailed level. Here re nements will be restricted to those ones preserving also derivations, also called complete re nements in the following.
The rst main result on re nements shows the compatibility of horizontal and vertical structuring. More precisely, if a graph transformation system is composed of two components sharing a common subsystem, compatible re nements of the components induce a re nement of the whole graph transformation system. If the shared part is empty, this is not very surprising. In fact, in this case, every re nement of the subsystems induces a re nement of the whole system, i.e., there are no additional compatibility conditions. If the shared part is not empty we have to ensure that the types and productions in the common part are re ned in the same way by both component re nements. This, however, can be checked automatically, and also the induced re nement could be constructed by a tool. Another important result on re nements is that they preserve the consistency of graph transformation systems for any consistency condition speci ed for the types of the more abstract system. In this way we \inherit" the proof of consistency from the more abstract system, where it may be easier to obtain because of less types and less (and less complex) productions.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews basic notions and de nitions of the algebraic approach to graph transformation, and introduces the concept of typed graph transformation. In Section 3 the main result of (Corradini et al., 1996a) , i.e., the free functor providing a graph grammar with its derivation system, is transfered to the slightly di erent setting of this paper. Horizontal and vertical structuring techniques for graph transformation systems are introduced in Section 4, and in Section 5 the compositionality of the semantics w.r.t. the horizontal structuring is shown. Then, Section 6 investigates the compatibility of horizontal and vertical structuring and the properties of vertical re nements, i.e., preservation of consistency and completeness.
Finally let us note that a short version of this paper has appeared as (Corradini and Heckel, 1995) already.
Typed Graph Transformation Systems
This section reviews basic notions and de nitions of the algebraic approaches to graph transformation (Ehrig, 1979; L owe, 1993) . It introduces the concept of typed graph transformation (Corradini et al., 1996b; L owe, 1994; Corradini et al., 1996a) which is a proper generalization of the classical approach and demonstrates the usefulness of the typing mechanism by means of an example, namely the modeling of entity/relationship specications by graph transformation systems (compare (Cla en and L owe, 1995) ).
Historically, the rst of the algebraic approaches to graph transformation is the socalled double-pushout (DPO) approach introduced in (Ehrig et al., 1973) , which owes its name to the basic algebraic construction used to de ne a direct derivation step: This is modeled indeed by two gluing diagrams (i.e., pushouts) in the category of graphs and total graph morphisms. More recently a second algebraic approach has been proposed in (L owe, 1993) , which de nes a basic derivation step as a single pushout in the category of graphs and partial graph morphisms: Hence the name of single-pushout (SPO) approach. See (Corradini et al., 1996c; for an overview and a comparison of both algebraic approaches.
The basis of the DPO approach is the category Graph of graphs and total graph morphisms:
De nition 2.1. (category of graphs and total graph morphisms) A directed graph G = (V; E; s; t) consists of a set of vertices V , a set of edges E, and two mappings s; t : E ! V which provide a source and a target vertex for every edge. A (total) graph morphism f : G ! H is a pair of functions (f V : G V ! H V ; f E : G E ! H E ) which is compatible with the graph structure, i.e., f V s G = s H f E and f V t G = t H f E .
Graphs and total graph morphisms constitute a category which is called Graph. 4
Graph productions according to the DPO approach (Ehrig, 1979) are speci ed by spans of injective graph morphisms L l ? K r ?! R. The left-hand side L contains the items that must be present for an application of the production, the right-hand side R those that are present afterwards, and the context graph K speci es the \gluing items\, i.e., the objects which are read during application but are not consumed. In order to have a unique representation of the gluing graph, we let K L and l be the corresponding inclusion. Then, graph productions are arrows of the category Graph P of graphs and partial graph morphisms, which is de ned below. Figure 1 , where K K 1 is the inverse image of K 2 under r 1 , l 2 is the corresponding inclusion, and r 1 is the restriction of r 1 to K.
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Composition is well-de ned since the inverse image square (1) in Figure 1 , which is a distinguished pullback, preserves inclusions. This is not the case if we allow arbitrary pullbacks instead since they are unique only up to isomorphism. Moreover, the choice of inverse image squares ensures that composition is strictly associative. The category Graph P has extensively been studied in the algebraic single-pushout (SPO) approach (L owe, 1993) and it is known to be complete and co-complete.
On this background, a graph production is a partial graph morphisms where the righthand side r is injective. Compared to (Ehrig, 1979) , this is not the whole story. In general the algebraic approach to graph transformation is applied to labeled graphs, i.e., graphs which come equipped with two label functions l 1 : V ! M and l 2 : E ! M for vertices and edges into a prede ned set of labels. The labels can be considered as type information for every object in a graph since several di erent objects can have the same label or type and productions are required to preserve labels and labelings of objects. Thus labels play the same role for graph objects as places for tokens in a Petri-net framework, entity and relationship types for entities and relationships in semantical data modeling (see below) or types for variables in programming languages. This means that given a type m 2 M the population of this type in a labeled graph is the preimage w.r.t. l 1 and l 2 , i.e., l ?1 1 (m) l ?1 2 (m). One major disadvantage of this form of typing is that it is not structural in the sense that types do not distinguish between vertices and edges and edge types do not prescribe source and target types for the source and target vertices of the instances. While the rst can be repaired by two separate label sets for vertices and edges the latter requires a di erent set-up for types, where the type information itself carries graphical structure. Introducing such a ne grain typing mechanism into graph transformation leads to the notion of typed graph transformation: A xed graph TG 2 Graph, called type graph, represents the type information, and the typing of a graph G in TG is given by a graph morphism t G : G ! TG. This passing from untyped graphs to typed graphs means passing from the category Graph to the comma category (Graph # TG). Since the category Graph is complete and co-complete the comma category (Graph # TG) has all limits and colimits as well, and the construction of pushouts and pullbacks coincides in Graph and (Graph # TG) up to the additional typing information which is uniquely induced by mediating morphism in the case of colimits and morphism composition in the case of limits.
As graph productions are represented as partial graph morphisms in untyped graph grammars, we model productions by partial typed graph morphisms in the typed case: A partial typed graph morphism is a partial graph morphisms L De nition 2.3. (typed graph productions and transformation systems y ) For any graph TG 2 Graph, we denote the comma category (Graph # TG) short by Graph T G and the category of partial typed graph morphisms by Graph P T G . A typed graph production (in standard representation) is a partial typed graph morphism where the right-hand side r is injective. The class of all typed graph productions is denoted by Prod T G . A typed graph transformation system G = (TG; P; ) consists of a type graph TG, a set of production names P, and a mapping : P ! Prod T G associating with each production name its production morphism. For p 2 P with (p) = s we also write p : s.
Typed graph grammars are introduced in (Corradini et al., 1996b) for the double pushout approach (cf. (Kor , 1996) for a corresponding notion in the single-pushout setting). They can be obtained from typed graph transformation systems by adding an initial graph G 0 .
Direct derivations in the DPO approach are double pushout constructions. Below, a DPO diagram is regarded as a (vertical) morphism from the top to the bottom span of the diagram. Figure 3 are pushouts in Graph T G . Let p 2 P be a production name of a graph transformation system G = (TG; P; ) such that (p) = s; then p=d is called a direct derivation from G to H in G using p, and we also write G It is worth stressing that the de nition of direct derivation just introduced di ers just slightly from the classical de nition of direct derivation as double pushout construction (Ehrig, 1979) ; in fact, with the notation p=d we actually associate with the double pushout diagram a name that records not only the diagram, but also the name of the applied production.
y Our notion of types and typed transformation systems shall not be confused with the notion of type within type theory. Although we are aware of this \name clash" we stick to the notion \typed graph transformation systems" which have been originally introduced under this name in (Corradini et al., 1996b) . Graphs and typed graph productions form a subcategory Prod T G of Graph P T G since injective morphisms are preserved by pullbacks. Typed graph productions with DPO morphisms form a (vertical) category DPO T G for which identities and composition are de ned componentwise.
The concept of typing increases the expressive power of graph transformation systems as the following example shows.
Example 2.1. (modeling of entity/relationship speci cations) The original idea of modeling entity/relationship speci cations (Chen, 1976) by graph transformation systems stems from (Cla en et al., 1994; Cla en and L owe, 1995) 
Having data base states represented as typed graphs, update operations can be speci ed by typed graph productions. In Figure 5 the productions associated with the production names ins E ; del E ; ins R and del R model the insertion and deletion of entities and relationships. They are drawn as partial morphisms in category Graph T G E=R (instead of as z In the modeling of (Cla en et al., 1994; Cla en and L owe, 1995) relationship types are represented by edges in the typed graph, connecting the corresponding entity vertices. Then, the existence and uniqueness of domain and codomain entities for each relation is ensured since each edge has a unique source and target vertex. This leads to a direct correspondence of E=R states and T G E=R -typed graphs. with the name of its image in TG E=R . The productions of G E=R respect the consistency condition (C1) above: Each relationship is inserted between two entities, and the dangling condition of the DPO approach (see (Ehrig, 1979) ) ensures that no entity is deleted if it is in the domain or codomain of a relation.
The typed graph transformation system G E=R = (TG E=R ; P E=R ; E=R ) consists of the type graph TG E=R , the set of production names P E=R = fins E ; del E ; ins R ; del R g and the mapping E=R of production names to productions as speci ed in Figure 5 . Updates result from applying productions to actual data base states, i.e., to TG E=R -typed graphs. This is achieved by the double-pushout mechanism explained above. Derivations in G E=R as the one in Figure 6 describe the history of database states. For each step of the derivation, only the bottom span of the DPO diagram is drawn as a partial graph morphism, and labeled with the name of the applied production.
The typing mechanism that has been presented above is not only useful if complex examples shall be speci ed by graph transformation systems but also enables the de nition of graph transformation system morphisms turning typed graph transformation systems into a category. Since each graph transformation system G has its own type graph TG, type graphs of di erent graph transformation systems can be related by partial graph morphisms. Then, passing from a graph transformation system G 1 to another one G 2 allows to forget or identify types of G 1 and to create new types in G 2 .
Given a partial graph morphism f = (TG 1 l ? TG 0 r ?! TG 2 ) a graph g 1 : G 1 ! TG 1 typed over TG 1 can be converted into a graph g 2 : G 2 ! TG 2 typed over TG 2 in a straightforward way: Simply remove all elements from G 1 whose type in TG 1 has no preimage in TG 0 and then retype the remaining elements according to r. Below, the rst part of this type conversion is described by the inverse image of TG 0 TG 1 under g 1 leading to the graph g 0 : G 2 ! TG 0 typed over TG 0 , while the second step is realized 4 Construction and Proof. Each inclusion l : TG 0 ! TG 1 of graphs induces a functor l < : Graph T G1 ! Graph T G0 de ned on objects as l < (hG 1 ; g 1 i) = hG 2 ; g 0 i, where Figure 7 is an inverse image square (and hence a pullback). And on arrows it is de ned as l < (k 1 : hG 1 ; g 1 i ! hG 1 0 ; g 0 1 i) = k 2 , where since the back square is a pullback and l g 0 = g 0 1 k 1 l holds, k 2 is uniquely determined by g 0 0 k 2 = g 0 and commutativity of (2). Moreover subdiagram (2) becomes a pullback due to wellknown pullback decomposition properties. The functor property of l < follows directly from the uniqueness of mediating pullback arrows. On the other hand, each total graph morphism r : TG 0 ! TG 2 induces a functor r > : Graph T G0 ! Graph T G2 de ned as r > (hG 2 ; g 0 i) = hG 2 ; r g 0 i on objects and r > (k 2 ) = k 2 on arrows. Hence r > is a functor. We de ne hfi by r > l < . Its functor property results from the functor properties of r > and l < .
To show the functor property of h i let f = (f L ; f R ) and g = (g L ; g R ) be given as in Figure 7 on the right, and let g f = (f L g L ; g R f R ), where (5) is an inverse image square. Now for all g 1 2 jGraph T G1 j we have: hgi hfi(g 1 ) = hgi(f R g 1 ) = g R f R g 1 by constructing inverse image squares (3) and (4+5), and hg fi(g 1 ) = g R f R g 1 by constructing the inverse image square (3+4). The identity id P T G in Graph P for a graph TG is a span TG idTG ? TG idT G ?! TG in Graph. We show that hid P T G i is the identity on Graph T G : Inverse image squares extend identities to identities, that is, if l in diagram (1) of Figure 7 is identity then l is identity, and g 1 = g 0 . If r is identity, g 2 = r g 0 = g 0 .
Thus g 1 = g 2 = hid P T G i(g 1 ).
Using this type conversion we are able to de ne morphisms between graph transformation systems.
De nition 2.5. (morphisms of typed graph transformation systems) A morphism of typed graph transformation systems, shortly GTS morphism, f : G 2 from G 1 = (TG 1 ; P 1 ; 1 ) to G 2 = (TG 2 ; P 2 ; 2 ) is a pair f = (f T G ; f P ) where f T G : TG 1 ! TG 2 is a partial graph morphism, and f P : P 1 ! P 2 is a partial mapping of production names such that the associated productions are preserved, i.e., 2 (f P (p)) = hf T G i( 1 (p)) for all p 2 P 1 such that the left-hand side of the equation is de ned. (Here the functor hf T G i is extended to arbitrary diagrams.) Given two GTS morphisms f : G 1 ! G 2 and g : G 2 ! G 3 , their composition is de ned componentwise by g f = (g T G f T G ; g P f P ) : G 1 ! G 3 . The identity on a graph transformation system G = (TG; P; ) is given by id G = (TG id ? TG id ?! TG; id P ). The category of typed graph transformation systems and GTS morphisms is called GraSys. 4 The category GraSys just introduced is a modi ed version of the category GraGra of (Corradini et al., 1996a) , because typed transformation systems do not have a start graph, and the type component f T G of grammar morphisms must be a partial graph morphism instead of an arbitrary span (note that GraSys is not a subcategory of GraGra).
Moreover, we allow the mapping f P of production names to be partial while it is required to be total in (Corradini et al., 1996a) . It is worth stressing that the elimination of start graphs is a necessary condition to show the co-completeness of GraSys (see Section 4) because otherwise a counter-example to co-completeness can be obtained easily by adapting a similar negative result for marked P/T Petri nets (Meseguer and Montanari, 1990) . On the other hand, the restriction imposed on GTS morphisms avoids the assumption of an \associative choice of pullbacks" made in (Corradini et al., 1996a) in order to ensure the well-de nedness of span composition.
In the following example we discuss how the de ned morphisms may be interpreted in the entity/relationship model of Example 2.1.
Example 2.2. (re nement of entity/relationship models)
In the framework of graph models for entity/relationship speci cations as it is described in Example 2.1, morphisms between typed graph transformation systems provide a tool for the comparison of database states and operations which conform to di erent E/R diagrams. The transition from one E/R diagram to another one via some morphism induces a translation of the database states and update operations to the new diagram.
Consider the GTS morphism f = (f T G ; f P ) in Figure 8 two components of f are the type graph morphism f T G = (fE 1 7 ! E; E 2 7 ! E; R 7 ! Rg; fd 7 ! d; c 7 ! cg) and the mapping of production names f P = fins E 1 7 ! ins E ; del E 1 7 ! del E ; ins E 2 7 ! ins E ; del E 2 7 ! del E ; ins R 7 ! ins R ; del R 7 ! del R g. . This means that, in general, the re nements do not preserve derivations.
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Note that partial graph morphisms between entity / relationship diagrams exactly look like productions on the state level (although they do not have to be injective). Thus considering type graphs as states on a meta-level, we could design graph transformation systems which transform E=R-diagrams according to a rule base. This could be the starting point for an integrated framework for database evolution based on graph rewriting theory, compare (Cla en and L owe, 1995) . In a di erent setting such a metatransformation of graph grammars has already been developed in (Parisi-Presicce, 1996) . The central property of the GTS morphisms de ned above is that they preserve direct derivations which is shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. (GTS morphisms preserve derivations)
Let f = (f T G ; f P ) be a GTS morphism from G = (TG; P; ) to G 0 = (TG 0 ; P 0 ; 0 ) and G p=d =) H be a direct derivation in G using a production name p 2 dom(f P ). Then there is a direct derivation hf T G i(G) ?! H) represented in Figure 10 by a diagram in Graph, that is, the two backside squares (1) and (2) are pushouts in Graph, typed over TG. Applying the type conversion functor hf T G i to subdiagrams (1) and (2) we obtain the diagram of Figure 10 , where the front squares (1 0 ) and (2 0 ) (typed over TG 0 ) commute and all squares except the back and the front ones are pullbacks in Graph due to the de nition of hf T G i in the construction of Proposition 2.1. It follows from the 3-cube lemma (Corradini et al., 1996a ) that (1 0 ) and (2 0 ) are pushouts in Graph. Hence diagrams (1 0 ) and (2 0 ) represent a DPO T G 0 morphism hf T G 
The functor properties of hf T G i : DPO T G ! DPO T G 0 follow from the corresponding properties of hf T G i : Graph T G ! Graph T G 0 and the well-known pushout composition property. Now we can show that p 0 =d 0 is indeed a direct derivation in G 0 , i.e., that 0 (p 0 ) = hf T G i(s 1 ). In fact, by De nition 2.5 and since p=d is a direct derivation in G we have that 0 (p 0 ) = 0 (f P (p)) = hf T G i( (p)) = hf T G i(s 1 ). hf T G i(G) p 0 =d 0 =) hf T G i(H) follows from the de nition of hf T G i : DPO T G ! DPO T G 0 as extension of hf T G i : Graph T G ! Graph T G 0 to DPO diagrams. Moreover, it follows by induction over the length n that f( ) is a derivation in G 0 .
Graph Derivation Systems
In this section we introduce the category of graph derivation systems as semantical domain of graph transformation systems. A derivation system is a special transformation system which is closed under embedding, identities, and sequential composition of productions. In this way, the class of all derivations of a graph transformation system can be represented as a transformation system itself, where derivations serve as production names and the the associated productions are given by derived productions. Moreover, we are able to show that the construction associating with each graph transformation system its derivation system extends to a free functor from GraSys to the category of derivation systems. In this way we transfer the main result of (Corradini et al., 1996a) to our modi ed category GraSys.
The following proposition extends the sequential composition of productions to DPO diagrams. Moreover, it introduces a sequential decomposition which is inverse to the sequential composition up to isomorphism. These operations will be used in De nition 3.1 and Construction 3.1 below. 
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Proof. Let d 1 and d 2 be given as above, and (1) and (2) in Figure 11 be the inverse image squares of the compositions s = s 1 ; s 2 and s = s 1 ; s 2 , respectively. Then, d K is induced by the universal pullback property of (2), where r 1 d 1K l 0 2 = l 2 d 2K r 0 1 since (1) commutes as an inverse image square and the two front squares of the cube commute because they are pushouts by assumption. The 3-cube lemma (Corradini et al., 1996a) assures that the two back squares of the cube are pushouts as well. Then, the compositions of these pushouts with the pushout diagrams (3) and (4) identities] id : jGraph T G j ! P is de ned for each G 2 jGraph T G j, and (id(G)) = id G 2 Graph P T G .
sequential composition] ; : P P ! P is de ned for p; p 0 2 P if R( (p)) = L( (p 0 )). Derivations system morphisms are GTS morphisms which preserve the additional structure of a derivation system, i.e., embedding, identities, and sequential composition of productions.
De nition 3.2. (morphisms of derivation systems) Let D 1 and D 2 be derivation systems. A morphism of derivation systems f : D 1 ! D 2 , shortly DS morphism, is a GTS morphism which additionally satis es embedding] p=d 2 dom(f P ) if p=d is de ned and p 2 dom(f P ). In this case, f P (p=d) = f P (p)=hf T G i(d). identities] id(G) 2 dom(f P ) for all G 2 jGraph T G j, and f P (id(G)) = id(hf T G i(G)). sequential composition] p; p 0 2 dom(f P ) if p; p 0 is de ned and p; p 0 2 dom(f P ). In this case, f P (p; p 0 ) = f P (p); f P (p 0 ).
The category of derivation systems and DS morphisms is denoted by GraCat. The intended interpretation of the production names P of a derivation system is the set of derivations =) G in a certain graph transformation system G. The associated production ( ) of a derivation is then given by the derived production, i.e., the sequential composition of all the bottom spans of the DPO diagrams forming the derivation steps of . The embedding operator = is interpreted as embedding of derivations into bigger context, and the well-known embedding theorem (Corradini et al., 1996c) ensures the existence of this embedding whenever there is a derivation with the derived production. Finally, identities are interpreted as empty derivations, and sequential composition of productions as sequential composition (i.e., concatenation) of derivations.
Construction 3.1. (derivation system over G) If G = (TG; P; ) is a graph transformation system, the derivation system over G is given by DS(G) = (TG; =) G ; ; = ; ; ; ) where =) G is the class of all derivations in G. In order to de ne the operations in DS(G) we assume a xed double-pushout construction DPO, which preserves identities (compare Proposition 3.1). Then, the operations are de ned as follows: productions] For each derivation = (G 0 p1=d1 =) pn=dn =) G n ) with d i : s i ! s i 2 DPO T G , its associated production is given by ( ) = s 1 ; : : :; s n : G 0 ! G n . For n = 0 we have ( ) = ( G0 ) = id G0 . embedding] Let = (G 0 p1=d1 =) pn=dn =) G n ) 2 =) G be a derivation and e = (e L ; e K ; e R ) : ( ) ! s be a DPO morphism with s : X 0 ! X n . Then, the derivation = e : X 0 =) G X n is constructed inductively as follows: | Let = G0 . Then s = id X0 , and = e = X0 : X 0 =) X 0 . | Let = p 1 =d 1 ; for some derivation : G 1 =) G G n as shown in Figure 12 .
Then = e = p 1 =(d 1 e 1 ); = e 0 , where e 1 = DPO( (p 1 =d 1 ); e L ) using the xed DPO construction, and he 1 ; e 0 i is the sequential decomposition of e along h (p 1 =d 1 ); ( )i according to Proposition 3.1. 
Since graph derivation systems are graph transformation systems having some additional operations, there is an obvious forgetful functor V : GraCat ! GraSys which assigns to each derivation system the underlying transformation system and maps the morphisms identically. V simply forgets about the additional operations and turns all derivations into atomic production names. The main result of (Corradini et al., 1996a) shows that V has a left-adjoint DS : GraSys ! GraCat which generates the free derivation system over a transformation system. The functor DS will be used later on to provide the semantics of typed graph transformation systems.
Theorem 3.1. (free derivation system) For each graph transformation system G, the derivation system DS(G) over G forms a free construction with universal morphism u G = (u T G ; u P ) : G ! V(DS(G)) de ned by u T G = id T G and u P (p) = p=id (p) . As a consequence, DS extends to a functor DS : GraSys ! GraCat which is left-adjoint to the forgetful functor V : GraCat ! GraSys. 4 Proof. First we show that DS(G) as de ned in Construction 3.1 is a graph derivation system. It is easy to show that the operations of DS(G) are well-de ned, and that they satisfy the requirements for embedding, identities, and sequential composition in De nition 3.1. Well-de nedness of = , in particular, follows from the xed DPO construction which makes the sequential decomposition of DPO diagrams deterministic (see Proposition 3.1). 1 = id ( ) = by Proposition 3.1, using the fact that, by assumption, the xed DPO construction preserves identities. The morphism g = (g T G ; g P ) is de ned as follows:
For all 2 DS(G) we have 2 dom(g P ) i direct derivations] = p=d and p 2 dom(f P ) empty derivations] = G for some G 2 jGraph T G j, or sequential composition] = 0 ; 00 and 0 ; 00 2 dom(g P ). 3 Let 2 dom(g P ). Then we de ne g P ( ) = 8 < :
In order to show that g P is well de ned, let 2 =) G be given. Then is either a direct derivation, an empty derivation, or a composition 0 ; 00 . The rst two cases are disjoint. If matches both p=d and 0 ; 00 , either 0 = p=d and 00 is empty or vice versa. Then, well-de nedness of g P ( ) follows from the fact that g P maps empty derivations to identities in D, which are neutral elements w.r.t. sequential composition according to the identity axiom of De nition 3.1. If matches G and 0 ; 00 , we have that 0 = 00 = G , and well de nedness of g P ( ) follows by the same arguments. In order to show that f = V(g) u G we have to verify this for type graph and production names: f T G = V(g) T G u T G follows directly from g T G = f T G in 1. above and u T G = id T G in Construction 3.1. For f P = V(g) P u P let p 2 P. Using the de nitions of u G and V(g), the functor property of hf T G i : DPO T G ! DPO T G D, and the rst axiom of De nition 3.1 we have: V(g) P (u P (p)) = V(g) P (p=id (p) ) = f P (p)= D hf T G i(id (p) ) = f P (p)= D id D hfTGi( (p)) = f P (p). The derivation system morphism g is uniquely determined because f = V(g) u G enforces the de nition of g P on dom(f P ), and the axioms for embedding, identities, and sequential composition in De nition 3.2 require the de nitions on direct derivations, empty derivations, and sequential composition in 2. and 3. above.
Horizontal and Vertical Structuring of Graph Transformation Systems
One main advantage of having de ned a category of graph transformation systems is that standard categorical techniques may be used to model the structuring of transformation systems. In this section horizontal structuring of graph transformation systems is described by colimits in GraSys. In particular coproducts and pushouts are used to model the composition of graph transformation systems. Re nement morphisms are used both for horizontal and vertical development steps. The following example shows the usefulness of these concepts for the development of the entity/relationship modeling in Example 2.1.
Example 4.1. (development of E/R implementation) As already motivated in Example 2.2, GTS morphisms shall now be used for the structured development of the graph transformation system G E=R of Example 2.1. The idea is to build up E=R-states from sets of entities and relationships which are then interrelated by edges in order to assign to each relationship one entity of its domain and codomain type.
In Figure 13 the development of G E=R starts from two copies of a graph transformation system G D implementing a set of data elements which are not further speci ed. Figure 5 ). We consider r as a horizontal development step because G E=R models a di erent, more complex problem than the original graph transformation system G E+R on the same level of abstraction. This re nement of G E+R by G E=R , however, is not adequately described by any GTS morphism between the two graph transformation systems: There is no morphisms between G E+R and G E=R (in either direction) whose mapping of production names is de ned for ins R and del R . For morphisms from G E+R to G E=R this is quite obvious:
Since TG E+R is a subgraph of TG E=R the type conversion functor induced by this inclusion maps all TG E+R -typed productions identically to TG E=R -typed productions. Hence E+R (ins R ) 6 = E=R (ins R ), for example, violates the compatibility condition for the mapping of productions in De nition 2.5. In the reverse direction, the type conversion removes the d and c typed edges because they have no corresponding type in TG E+R .
Applying it to the production associated with ins R in G E=R results in two entity nodes on the left-hand side and an additional relationship node on the right-hand side. The resulting production, however, is still di erent from E+R (ins R ), but can be obtained as a derived production. This observation leads to the de nition of extended GTS morphisms that allow us to map productions to derivations (see De nition 4.1).
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The use of colimits to model the gluing of systems with shared subsystems is very common (and it is well motivated, for example, in (Goguen, 1991) ), and has the immediate advantage that the semantic functor will be compositional with respect to such operations, because the semantics functor is a free functor which preserves colimits. The existence of colimits for arbitrary ( nite) diagrams in GraSys provides the technical basis for this concept. hf T G i 0 f P L = 1 f P R and hg T G i 0 g P L = 2 g P R because f and g are GTS morphisms. The mapping 3 is then uniquely de ned by 3 g P R = hg T G i 1 g P L and 3 f P R = hf T G i 2 f L using the universal property of the pushout diagram (2).
Commutativity and universal property follow from the corresponding properties of the component pushout diagrams in Set P and Graph P . The initial object in GraSys is the empty graph transformation systems ; having an empty type graph and an empty set of production names.
In particular pushouts of total injective GTS morphisms model the union of two graph transformation systems w.r.t. to a common subsystem. The resulting GTS morphisms are total and injective again. In this case f P (p 1 ) = p 2 only if 1 (p 1 ) and 2 (p 2 ) are equal up to the typing due to the de nition of the type conversion functor hf T G i.
In Example 4.1 GTS morphisms and colimit constructions in GraSys, in particular coproducts, are used to model union and renaming of typed graph transformation systems. The re nement of the graph transformation system G E+R by G E=R however could not be described by such morphisms. Therefore extended GTS morphisms are introduced below, that allow to map productions to derived productions.
De nition 4.1. (extended GTS morphism)
An extended GTS morphism f : G 1 ! G 2 is a morphismf : G 1 ! V DS(G 2 ) in GraSys. The resulting category GraSys E has typed graph transformation systems as objects and extended GTS morphisms as arrows. Composition of two extended GTS morphisms f : G 1 ! G 2 and g : G 2 ! G 3 is de ned by g f = V(g ) f whereg is the unique extension ofg making the diagram of Figure 15 commutative. The identity id G : G ! G in GraSys E is the universal morphismĩd G = u : G ! V DS(G). 4 V DS(G 2 ) is a graph transformation system where the set of production names contains all derivations with productions from G 2 (compare Construction 3.1). Hence, each production name p 1 of G 1 is mapped byf P either to an atomic production name p 2 2 P 2 , a direct derivation p 2 =d in G 2 or a derivation sequence in G 2 . Using the rst alterna-
Vg f g Fig. 15 . Composition of extended GTS morphisms f and g using the universal property of the free construction DS (G2) tive, each GTS morphism can be regarded as an extended GTS morphism since (up to renaming) G 2 V DS(G 2 ).
The re nement of a graph transformation system G 2 by another one G 1 is now described by an extended GTS morphism r : G 1 ! G 2 . De nition 4.2. (re nement) Let r : G 1 ! G 2 be an extended GTS morphism, andr = (r T G ;r P ) : G 1 ! V DS(G 2 ) be the corresponding morphism in GraSys. Then, we say that G 1 is a re nement of G 2 via r, G 2 r ? G 1 for short, if the partial graph morphismr T G : TG 1 ! TG 2 is surjective andr P is total. Moreover, we de ne the re nement set R r (p 2 ) of a production name p 2 2 P 2 w.r.t. r as the set R r (p 2 ) = fp 1 2 P 1 jr P (p 1 ) = p 2 =d 2 for d 2 2 DPO T G2 g. 4
Since the mapping of production names is total, re nement morphisms preserve derivations (compare Proposition 4.2 below). Notice that we consider G 1 as a re nement of G 2 and not vice versa. This allows us to replace one type of G 2 by a set of types in G 1 (in case thatr T G is not injective) and one production in G 2 by a set of productions in G 1 (in case thatr P is not injective). This idea has been used already in the re nement of G E=R by G 0 E=R in Example 2.2. The type graph componentr T G of a re nement morphism r is surjective. This ensures that the more concrete graph transformation system G 1 has at least all the types of the more abstract system G 2 , i.e., no types are deleted by the re nement. Considering, for example, the GTS morphism in 1 : G D ! G D+D in Figure  13 of Example 4.1, G D can hardly be considered as a \re nement" of G D+D . On the other hand, the type graph morphismr T G can be partial which allows to introduce new types in the more concrete graph transformation system G 1 . Since productions of G 1 are mapped to derivations in G 2 , G 1 may handle more re ned data structures. Indeed, a production of G 2 may be extended in G 1 by any context as long as this has no new e ects on elements of the types from G 2 .
It remains to justify the above de nition w.r.t. the informal use of re nement in Examples 2.2 and 4.1.
Example 4.2. (re nement of graph transformation systems)
It is straightforward to check that the GTS morphism G E=R f ? G 0 E=R of Figure 8 in Example 2.2 is a re nement morphism. Since f is a morphism in GraSys, it is also in GraSys E . Moreover, f is a re nement morphism in the sense of De nition 4.2 since the type graph morphism f T G is surjective and the mapping of production names f P is total. The re nement sets of the production names of G E=R w.r.t. f are R f (ins E ) = fins E 1; ins E 2g, R f (del E ) = fdel E 1; del E 2g, R f (ins R ) = fins R g, and R f (del R ) = fdel R g.
The re nement morphism r of Figure 13 in Example 4.1 is a truly extended GTS morphism. Sincer P is the identity on P E=R , the re nement sets are given by R r (p) = fpg for p 2 P E+R . Figure 16 shows how the re nement of productions works: The lower part shows the production E=R (ins R ) and its typing in TG E=R . According to the type conversion associated with the type graph morphismr T G on the left (compare construction and proof of Proposition 2.1), the TG E+R -typed production hr T G i( E=R (ins R )) in the middle of the gure is obtained from the original production by removing the d -and cedges, which have no image in TG E+R . The translated production hr T G i( E=R (ins R )) is a derived production w.r.t. E+R (ins R ), which is shown in the upper part of Figure 16 . Note that the extended GTS morphism r runs from the bottom to the top and the renement goes in the reverse direction. For E=R (del R ) a similar picture can be drawn while productions associated with ins E and del E are mapped identically. Proof. Since f is an extended GTS morphism,f P (p) is a derivation in G 0 . It follows from Construction 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 that f(p=d) =f P (p)= hf T G i(d) is a derivation in G 0 . Then, functoriality of hf T G i ensures that f( ) is a derivation in G 0 , too.
The derivation of Figure 6 in G E=R is mapped by the extended GTS morphism r : G E=R ! G E+R to the derivation of Figure 17 in G E+R .
The re nements of G E+R by G E=R , and of G E=R by G 0 E=R considered up to now model horizontal development steps. In the following example a vertical re nement is Figure 19 where the last data element of a list of three elements is deleted and then a new one is inserted as the rst list element. This derivation is mapped to the derivation in the upper part of the gure. 
Compositional Semantics for Typed Graph Transformation Systems
In Section 3 the functor DS : GraSys ! GraCat has been introduced that assigns to each graph transformation system its free derivation system. This functor provides us with a functorial semantics for graph transformation systems which is compatible with the horizontal structuring by colimits due to general results of category theory. In this section we generalize this semantics to extended GTS morphisms, which have been introduced in Section 4 for the modeling of re nements of graph transformation systems.
Ordinary GTS morphisms can be regarded as extended GTS morphisms as well. In fact, there is an injection functor E : GraSys ! GraSys E that is the identity on objects and that maps each GTS morphisms f : G 1 ! G 2 to the extended GTS morphism E(f) represented by E(f) = u 2 f : G 1 ! V DS(G 2 ), where u 2 : G 2 ! V DS(G 2 ) is the universal morphism of the free derivation system over G 2 . Morphisms in GraSys E which have a preimage in GraSys are called basic GTS morphisms in the following. Extended GTS morphisms can be seen as nite, syntactical representations of morphisms between free graph derivation systems. In fact, GraSys E is equivalent to the full subcategory GraCat f GraCat of free derivation systems. The free functor DS of Section 3 shall now be lifted to GraSys E in order to provide a semantics for extended GTS morphisms.
Theorem 5.1. (functorial semantics) There is a functor DS E : GraSys E ! GraCat assigning to each graph transformation system G 2 jGraSys E j its free derivation system DS(G) and to each morphism f : G 1 ! G 2 2 GraSys E withf : G 1 ! V DS(G 2 ) 2 GraSys its free extensionf : DS(G 1 ) ! DS(G 2 ) 2 GraCat. Moreover, the forgetful functor W = V DS E : GraSys E ! GraSys has the injection functor E : GraSys ! GraSys E as a left adjoint. This makes the diagram of Figure 20 commutative in the sense that DS E E = DS and V DS E = W.
Proof. The adjunction E a W : GraSys E ! GraSys is obtained by the construction of the Kleisli category of the monad associated with DS a V. Since this adjunction is initial among all resolutions of this monad, the functor DS E is uniquely given by the commutativity of the diagram of Figure 20 (see e.g. (Mac Lane, 1971) ).
One immediate consequence of the adjunction between GraSys and GraSys E is that the functor E regarding each GTS morphism as an extended GTS morphism preserves pushouts. ?! DS E (G 2 ) in GraCat. Proof. By Theorem 5.1 we have that DS = DS E E. DS is a left adjoint functor, that is, it preserves colimits and in particular pushouts. Since pushouts in GraSys are preserved by E, DS E preserves pushouts of basic GTS morphisms.
Notice that Theorem 5.2 does not imply that colimits in GraCat can be constructed like colimits in GraSys. In fact the latter can be seen as a \subconstruction" of the rst, in the sense that it has to be followed by an additional closure w.r.t. direct derivations and sequential composition. This shows that the \semantical union" of the derivation systems DS(G D ) and DS(G D ) (their coproduct in GraCat) is not just the disjoint union of the derivations of the component systems. Contrastingly, it has to be closed w.r.t. direct derivations with all graphs that are mixtures of types from di erent origins, and w.r.t. the interleaving of direct derivations in the two component systems.
Properties of Horizontal and Vertical Structuring
In this section we show that horizontal structuring via colimits is compatible with (horizontal or vertical) re nement steps. Moreover we prove, that re nements preserve the consistency of graphs and introduce complete re nements which preserve derivations, too. To see what compatibility of horizontal and vertical structuring means for our graph model of entity/relationship speci cations, the example below develops an implementation of E=R-states by lists that will turn out to be a re nement of the modeling of E=R-states and {operations by the graph transformation system G E=R of Example 2.1. Example 6.1. (Implementing E=R-states by lists) Example 4.1 showed the structured development of the graph transformation system G E=R modeling update operations on E=R-states. Here we develop in a similar way an implementation of E=R-states by lists, using the graph transformation system G List D of Example 4.3 as the basic component. Figure 21 shows two copies of G List D with the commonsubsystem G LP having no productions and a single vertex LP in the type graph. The GTS morphism g : G LP ! G List D is the obvious inclusion. Hence, the pushout of hg; gi in GraSys models the composition (or gluing) of the two copies of G List D w.r.t. G LP . The resulting graph transformation system G List E+R models a pair of lists sharing a common list pointer. Note that the types have already been chosen to re ect their intended meaning. This is possible since the pushout of the type graphs is only de ned up to renaming. The productions of G List E+R the treatment of dangling relationships has to be speci ed explicitly. The idea is to avoid dangling relationships by marking each node to be deleted by a del? loop, searching the list of relationships for a relationship connected to the marked entity, and refusing the deletion if there is one. The traversal of the list of relationships is implemented by the productions associated with | setup (deciding to delete an entity and setting up the loop for the list traversal), | refuse (entity is not deleted because of an otherwise dangling relationship) | next (current relationship is not connected to the marked entity, try next one), and | last (last relationship is not connected to the marked entity, entity may be deleted).
The morphism r 0 : G List E=R ! G List E+R is de ned on the type graph as the inverted inclusion of TG List E+R into TG List E=R . All production names of G List E+R are kept in the re ned system G List E=R , i.e., the mapping of production names is injective and surjective. The production names setup, refuse, next and last of G List E=R are mapped to empty derivations in G List E+R .
Applying the type conversion to the associated productions, leads to identities in all four cases, that is, these productions have no e ect on the types of TG List E+R . The resulting mappingr 0 P is total, and r 0 is a re nement morphism. Figure 23 shows a derivation in G List E=R . The rst four direct derivation steps model the deletion of the last element in the list of entities, including the check for dangling relationships.
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In the theorem below we state that re nement is compatible with the gluing of graph transformation systems via pushouts. It exploits the fact that, due to Corollary 5.1, pushouts in GraSys are also pushouts in GraSys E . Since re nement morphisms must have total mappings of production names the compatibility result is restricted to such pushouts where all morphisms have a total mapping of production names.
G0
The main property of re nements is that derivations on the concrete level correspond to derivations on the abstract level, as it was shown in Proposition 4.2. This means that the re ned graph transformation system has no new e ects on the types of the original one. As a consequence, it respects all consistency conditions de ned in terms of types of the original graph transformation system. To formalize this observation, consistency conditions are de ned below as classes of consistent graphs.
De nition 6.1. (consistency condition) Let G = (TG; P; ) be a graph transformation system. A consistency condition for G is a class of graphs C jGraph T G j. However, it makes not much sense to require such a property for all graphs on the concrete level since in most cases the productions of a graph transformation system will only work correctly when applied to particular graphs satisfying additional consistency requirements. Moreover, only consistent derivations are welcome as concrete implementation of abstract derivations. Therefore, completeness of re nements is de ned w.r.t. a given consistency condition for the re ned graph transformation system. Notice that this de nition uses the fact that re nement morphisms preserve derivations which is ensured by Proposition 4.2 since the mapping of production names is total.
De nition 6.2. (complete re nement) Let G = (TG; P; ) and G 0 = (TG 0 ; P 0 ; 0 ) be graph transformation systems, G r ? G 0 a re nement of G by G 0 , and C 0 a consistency condition for G 0 . Then, r is called complete w.r.t. C 0 if for each two graphs G 0 ; H 0 2 C 0 and each derivation : hr T G i(G 0 )=) G hr T G i(H 0 ) in G there is a consistent derivation : G 0 =) G 0 H 0 in G 0 such that r( ) = . 4
In the above de nition, r( ) denotes the translation of derivations via the extended GTS morphism r as introduced in Proposition 4.2. The condition r( ) = ensures that is indeed a re nement of , in the sense that the applied productions are either re nements of the productions of or re nements of empty derivations. Since productions of G 0 can be mapped to empty derivations as well as to derivation sequences of length greater than one, the more concrete derivation may, however, be longer or shorter than the more abstract one .
A direct consequence of this de nition is that complete re nements are closed under composition.
Proposition 6.2. ((complete) re nements are closed under composition) Let G i for i 2 f1; 2; 3g be graph transformation systems and G 1 r1 ? G 2 r2 ? G 3 be two re nement morphisms.Then also r 1 r 2 : G 1 ? G 3 is a re nement morphism. Moreover, let r 2 be complete w.r.t. a consistency condition C 3 for G 3 and r 1 be complete w.r.t. hr 2T G i(C 3 ). Then r 1 r 2 is complete w.r.t. C 3 . 4
Proof. First we show that r 1 r 2 is a re nement morphism: (r 1 r 2 ) P is total and (r 1 r 2 ) T G is surjective since this holds for r 1 and r 2 , respectively, and these properties are preserved by the composition. Now we show that r 1 r 2 is complete w.r.t. C 3 : Let G 3 ; H 3 2 C 3 and 1 : G 1 =) H 1 be a derivation in G 1 such that hr 1T G r 2T G i(G 3 ) = G 1 and hr 1T G r 2T G i(H 3 ) = H 1 . By the functor property of h i this implies hr 1T G i hr 2T G i(G 3 ) = G 1 , i.e., there is G 2 = hr 2T G i(G 3 ) 2 hr 2T G i(C 3 ) with hr 1T G i(G 2 ) = G 1 . Similar, for H 3 we have H 2 = hr 2T G i(H 3 ) 2 hr 2T G i(C 3 ) with hr 1T G i(H 2 ) = H 1 . Since r 1 is complete w.r.t. hr 2T G i (C 3 ) there is a derivation 2 : G 2 =) G2 H 2 such that r 1 ( 2 ) = 1 . Using completeness of r 2 w.r.t. C 3 this implies the existence of a derivation 3 : G 3 =) G3 H 3 with r 2 ( 3 ) = 2 .
Hence r 1 r 2 ( 3 ) = 1 which shows that r 1 r 2 is a complete re nement.
It depends very much on the consistency condition of the more concrete graph transformation system whether a re nement is complete or not. As long as consistency conditions are handled in a pure semantical way, there is not much hope for syntactical criteria for this property. In the example below we suggest how completeness may be proved in a systematic way. . For each of these direct derivations it has to be shown that there is a derivation : G 0 =) H 0 in G List D such that is mapped to p=d by the re nement morphism r. In our case it is even su cient to consider derivations of length one. For the production name del D 2 P D , for example, we have to verify that any D vertex in each graph G 0 2 C List D can be deleted by one of the delete productions of G List D . This is ensured by the four di erent delete productions in Figure 18 , corresponding to the four di erent contexts a D vertex may have in a consistent TG List D -typed graph.
In a similar way, it can be shown that the other two vertical re nements G E+R If we replace the derivation in De nition 6.2 of completeness by a direct derivation, we obtain the notion of local completeness. The following proposition states that local completeness already entails completeness. This is quite useful if completeness of re nements shall be proven, as sketched in the example above. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have started to develop a theory for structuring of typed graph transformation systems. We used colimits, in particular pushouts and coproducts, in the category GraSys of graph transformation systems to describe the composition of systems w.r.t. common subsystems. In (Corradini et al., 1996a ) a free functor DS has been de ned which assigns to each graph grammar GG its free derivation system DS(GG). The definition of this functor has been transfered to the slightly di erent setting of this paper providing graph transformation systems with a functorial semantics that is compositional w.r.t. the horizontal structuring.
A re nement relation between graph transformation systems is given by a suitable subset of transformation system morphisms. Re nements are used as horizontal and vertical development steps. They are compatible with the horizontal structuring in the sense that compatible re nements of subsystems induce a re nement of the composed graph transformation system. Re nement is de ned in such a way that it preserves the consistency of graph transformation systems w.r.t. consistency conditions given by classes of consistent graphs. Moreover, complete re nements are de ned, which also preserve the reachability of graphs. Using a modeling of entity/relationship speci cations by graph transformation systems (Cla en et al., 1994; Cla en and L owe, 1995) we showed that horizontal development steps can be described by general re nements, while vertical development steps require complete re nements.
It is still open if complete re nements can be characterized syntactically. Completeness is de ned w.r.t. a certain consistency condition for the more concrete graph transformation system. Since consistency conditions are treated in pure semantical terms (as classes of consistent graphs) in this paper, a suitable speci cation technique for consistency conditions is needed, see (Heckel and Wagner, 1995) for example. The construction proposed in (Heckel and Wagner, 1995) translating global consistency conditions into preconditions for individual productions, can be considered as a re nement step as well since it preserves the consistency of the original graph transformation system.
The structuring techniques for graph transformation systems that are introduced in this paper have been motivated by the development of a sample information system. Graph transformation systems as considered in this paper, however, may not be powerful enough to model complex update operations on data base states, for example. Additional means for controlling the transformation process like transactions or application conditions are needed. In particular graph grammars with application conditions (see e.g. (Habel et al., 1996) ) increase the expressive power of graph transformation while preserving its rule based nature. It would be interesting to transfer the results of this paper to productions with application conditions.
The concepts and results of this paper have been developed for graph transformation systems, which have the drawback that they do not specify a starting graph. In many applications, however, the initial state is a relevant part of the speci cation. This problem is recognized in (Ribeiro, 1996) , where structuring techniques for graph grammars are developed in an SPO framework. Moreover, a new unfolding semantics is developed which allows to represent explicitly the concurrency and non-determinism of a system, and provides representation independence. This semantics is shown to be compatible with the structuring mechanisms in (Ribeiro, 1996) , called pure and cooperative parallel composition of graph grammars.
The idea of re nement as a relation between graph transformation systems, modeled by a suitable class of morphisms, can be combined with a transformation approach, where rules on a meta-level are used to transform one graph transformation system into another one (see (Padberg et al., 1995) for a transformation approach concerning the development of high-level Petri nets). Since the morphisms of the category GraSys of graph transformation systems are partial, this can be done in a SPO setting where productions on the meta-level are partial graph transformation system morphisms, or in a DPO framework, similar to the one proposed in (Parisi-Presicce, 1996) .
